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Abstract
Finnish Romani is a language with a fairly recent written tradition; for all practical purposes it is a 20th century
phenomenon. An official orthography was created in 1971, and it is mostly from the 1970’s onwards that we see
texts of the kind which we normally associate with a written language variety. The text corpus described here is
being compiled to support an ongoing investigation into the effects of language contact on Finnish Romani.

1. Introduction

1.1. Finnish Romani

Finnish Romani is the language of the Finnish
Roma (or Gypsies), a minority now numbering
on the order of ten thousand persons. The Finnish
Roma have been living in Finland and Sweden
since the 16th century, and at present about two
thirds of the population live in Finland and the re-
maining third in Sweden.

The language itself belongs to the so-called
Northern Romani dialect branch, its nearest rela-
tives being the British, Sinti–Manush and Polish–
North Russian–Baltic Romani languages/dialects
(Bakker and Matras, 1997).

The sociolinguistic situation of Finnish Ro-
mani is that it is both a minority language and a
language which has been yielding to Finnish for
more than a century. It is probably safe to say
that there are no, or extremely few, small children
who speak the language (see figure 1), so if we
were to take this commonly used indicator of the
health of a language (see, e.g., Krauss, 1996) at
face value, we would conclude that Finnish Ro-
mani could soon be counted among the extinct
languages. This would be a rash assumption,
however, as this state of affairs has obtained for
more than fifty years, but the language is still used
and very much alive.

This is partly the result of a conscious revival
effort of fairly recent date, which has led to the
introduction of Romani language instruction for
Finnish Roma children in primary schools in Fin-
land and Sweden. More than this, however, it

reflects a trait which sets (modern) Finnish Ro-
mani apart from most other languages: it is not
learned primarily in childhood, but gradually as
Roma children are introduced into the life and ac-
tivities of adulthood, where the language is used
as a secret language (Valtonen, 1968, 241ff).

Finland has signed and ratified theEuro-
pean charter for regional or minority languages
(Council of Europe, 1992) for Finnish Romani.
This means that the language now enjoys certain
rights in Finnish law, and also that more resources
are allocated to Romani linguistic research and
development of language resources, through the
Research Institute for the Languages of Finland.1

Finnish Romani is a language with a fairly re-
cent written tradition; for all practical purposes it
is a 20th century phenomenon. An official ortho-
graphy was created in 1971 (Ortografiakomitea,
1971), and it is mostly from the 1970’s onwards
that we see texts of the kind which we normally
associate with a written language variety.

1.2. Corpora for minority languages

Corpora, especially parallel corpora, have pos-
sibly a more important role to play for minor-
ity languages than for well-established majority
languages, particularly in terminology develop-
ment and lexicography, but also as general re-
sources in research on bilingualism and language
contact (see Trosterud, to appear), and for the cre-
ation of computerized language instruction tools,
and translation and writing aids.

1http://www.domlang.fi/
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2. The text corpus and its use

2.1. Composition of the corpus

The text corpus described here is being com-
piled to support an ongoing investigation into
the effects of language contact (with Finnish) on
Finnish Romani.

The corpus itself is a so-called convenience
sample, i.e. it consists of those texts which have
been available to the author, but nevertheless it
also represents a significant fraction of the entire
written Finnish Romani production.

The total size of the corpus is about 110,000
words, and there are mainly four kinds of texts in
it:

1. Original articles by various authors from
the periodicalRomano Boodos(about 170
articles, 75,000 words; see figure 1 for an
example)

2. Two language textbooks, (Koivisto, 1984;
Koivisto, 1987) (9,500 words)

3. A translation into Finnish Romani of
the Gospel according to John, made by
Viljo Koivisto (Suomen Pipliaseura, 1971)
(18,000 words; see figures 3 and 4)

4. A collection of religious hymns, translated
by Viljo Koivisto (Mustalaislähetys, 1970)
(4,500 words)

The corpus also contains the Estonian lin-
guist Ariste’s (Ariste, 1938) transcriptions of
his fieldwork interviews—i.e., oral texts—made
in Finland in the 1920’s (950 words), and a
Romani-Finnish wordlist with 3,000 entries (from
Ortografiakomitea, 1971).

Among the more sizeable written text materi-
als missing from the corpus are:

1. Newer teaching materials, such as the text-
books by Vuolasranta (Vuolasranta, 1995)
and Hedman (Hedman, 1996)

2. The translations of the Gospels according to
Mark (by Valtonen) and Luke (by Hedman)

3. Most of the existing dictionaries, such
as Thesleff’s Romani-German dictionary
(Thesleff, 1901), Valtonen’s Romani-
Finnish etymological dictionary (Valtonen,

1972) and Koivisto’s Romani-Finnish-
English dictionary (Koivisto, 1994).

Also missing are most oral texts, such as Val-
tonen’s (Valtonen, 1968) and Vuorela’s (Vuorela
and Borin, 1998) fieldwork transcriptions.

#RB:1992/02[AB1=O]

Meerelako romanengo tsimb?

Me drabadom Viljo Koivistosko skriiviba
romanengo saakenna aro Romano Boodos.
Viljo bihadas doi papros rannel so komuja
tenkavena daala saakenna.

Me hin tenkadom buut mengo tsimbata.
Mengo terne komuja na hajuna rakkaves putte
kaalengo tsimb. Me na rakkadom mango
kokaro tsaaveske kaalengo tsimb, me
lansavaa douva kaan. Iek konga me
rakkadom mango tsaaveske kaalengo
tsimbaha. Joo phenjas mange, so tu phenjal?

Douva hin mengo phuro komujengo doh,
mengo terne na hajuna rakkaves romanengo
tsimb.

Me hin buut staavidom Porttiko Rink doori hin
dauva saaka tsihkas. Kaale hin buut tsetanes
ta joon rakkanavena alti kaalengo tsimb.
Saare beska kenti hajuna rakkaves romanes.

Armas Baltzar.

English translation:
Is the Romani language dying?

I have read Viljo Koivisto’s writings on Roma matters in
Romano Boodos. Viljo has encouraged people to write in
this paper their thoughts on these matters.

I have thought a lot about our language. Our young can
no longer speak Romani. I did not speak Romani to my
own son, (and) now I regret this. Once I spoke in Romani
to my son. He said to me, what did you say?

The fault for this lies with us older people, (that) our young
cannot speak Romani.

I have spent a lot of time in Russia, (and) there things are
good in this respect. There are many Roma together and
they always speak Romani. All small children can speak
Romani.

Figure 1: An article inRomano BoodosNo. 2,
1992.

2.2. Use of the corpus

As mentioned above, the corpus is intended as a
source of data for linguistic investigations of con-
tact phenomena in Finnish Romani. Ongoing in-
vestigations using these texts are concerned with
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• the possible emergence of a new definite ar-
ticle (the original Romani articles have dis-
appeared) on the pattern of Finnishse (see
Laury, 1997)

• the development of an infinitive, replac-
ing an earlier use of finite forms in depen-
dent clauses, à la Balkan languages (see
Boretzky, 1996)

• the transformation of the possessive form
from a denominal adjective into a nomi-
nal case form (genitive; see Koptjevskaja-
Tamm, fortcoming)

• general Finnish influence in lexicon, phrase-
ology and syntax, e.g., the replacement
of prepositions governing the nominative,
oblique or locative, by postpositions govern-
ing the (new) genitive.

At first, the text corpus was processed by fair-
ly simple means. The texts have been man-
ually compiled and typed in over a period of
several years, into text files identified by a
simple ID expression at the beginning of each
file. Thus, the text in figure 1 is identified as
#RB:1992/02[AB1=O]. The parts of the ID ex-
pression identify the source (RB –Romano Boo-
dos; 1992/02 – No. 2, 1992), the author (AB –
Armas Baltzar, 1 – the first contribution by this
author in the publication in question), and, final-
ly, the text type (O – original written text, as op-
posed to a translated (T) or a transcribed spoken
(S) text).

For organizing and processing the corpus,
SIL’s Shoebox program (Summer Institute of
Linguistics, 1998) and Perl scripts written by the
author have turned out to be sufficient for many
purposes. A Shoebox database was automatically
created with Perl scripts from the texts in the for-
mat just described, where each database record
consists of a ‘sentence’ (identified with a fairly
simple tokenizing algorithm). ID fields are auto-
matically generated from the text ID, plus a sen-
tence number.

The filtering facilities of Shoebox have been
used to extract database subsets, records con-
taining particular interesting words or construc-
tions. In figure 2, we see some records contain-
ing the worddola ‘that’ (oblique or plural), which

\ id AR:1940/00[PA1=S]0048
\ tx Doi hin dui xeel presiba buuribosta,

dola hispata.
\ id AR:1940/00[PA2=S]0028
\ tx Doori vela iek siivi ta thouvela dola
\ tx kentos.
\ id DR:1982/11[VK1=O]0004
\ tx Tattadom vaagos paani bastuako piiri,

ta taala ka paani sas tatto ta fäärdi nii
me liiom paani dotta pirjata ta laagadom
douva thouvibosko tzetla ta byrjydom
thouvaa dola koola.

\ id DR:1982/17[VK1=O]0004
\ tx Dola guosi aro museos aaxte

phurano xlaagako guosi.
[. . . ]

\ id JE:1971/04[VK1=T]0060
\ tx Ta kaan ka jou aulo aro Galileako them,

liine galileakiere les prissi, doola nii sas
aaxte aro Jerusalem ta dikle saaro, so
Jeesus tzerdas aro Jerusalem dola
juulengo tiija;
[. . . ]

\ id RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0016
\ tx Doolesko haal hyövönas buutide

sikjiba nii dola saakenna.
\ id RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0030
\ tx Phure komujen hin sikjade pengo

kentenge dola aahhibonna ta saakenna
so joon hin kokares tenkade, at doolen
hin tsihka nii kentenge ta ternenge.

\ id RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0041
\ tx Ta dola komujen koonen hin kokares

liine tsihko sikjiba penge, leen
velas tsihko byrjyven nii
sikjaven pengo iega komujen.

\ id RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0051
\ tx Douva velaski horttas tsihko om

kaalengo kentengo tseerenne velas
buut ajasaave komujen koonen
hajonas nii sikjaven dola saakenna
buutide kaalengo kentenge so joon
hyovöna aro skuulenni.

Figure 2: Some of the Shoebox database records
containing the worddola.

may be developing into a new definite article in
Finnish Romani (see above), although this hy-
pothesis still awaits confirmation.

Recently, we have decided to take advantage
of the fact that our department has a strong re-
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search tradition in corpus linguistics, especially
in the area of parallel corpora, where no less than
two groups of researchers are working on com-
plementary but related parallel corpus projects
(Borin, to appear; Sågvall Hein, to appear).2

Thus, we have started to apply the sentence
and word alignment tools developed in these
projects (see Tiedemann, 1998; Tiedemann, to ap-
pear) to the problem of making explicit the paral-
lel structure in the translated texts, and later, we
will be able to use the tools for word alignment
evaluation (Merkel, to appear) and sentence and
word alignment browsing (Olsson and Borin, to
appear), for which activities these projects have
developed software tools.

We have aligned the Finnish Romani Bible
text on the sentence and word levels with its
Finnish counterpart, thus making it easier to
investigate contact phenomena in the lexical,
phraseological and syntactic domains. Figure 3
shows part of a sentence aligned parallel text (the
beginning of John 1), and in figure 4, we see how
an incremental word alignment program aligns
(some of) the words in the same text portion. As
a concrete example of a contact phenomenon in
this text portion, we may consider the expression
Deevelesko neere‘with God’ in the first align-
ment unit. It should be analyzed

Deevel=es -ko neere
Jumala -n luona
God GEN with

i.e., with completely parallel structures in the two
languages.

3. Further work

The availability of sentence and word alignment
tools opens many possibilities for further investi-
gation of contact phenomena in Finnish Romani,
e.g.:

We know from our work with other language
pairs that the precision3 of word alignment is
somewhere between 25 and 40 percent, depend-
ing on the language pair and the text type. We

2See also http://stp.ling.uu.se/etap/ and
http://stp.ling.uu.se/˜corpora/plug/.

3The word alignmentprecision is the number of
alignments found divided by the total number of pos-
sible alignments in the text pair.

plan to investigate this for the pair Finnish Ro-
mani – Finnish, and we entertain the initial hy-
pothesis that the precision will turn out to be high,
because of a high degree of contact-induced struc-
tural and lexical correspondence between the two
(totally unrelated4) languages.

4. Conlusions

We have shown some examples of how our corpus
of Finnish Romani—together with parallel mate-
rial in Finnish—supports a variety of investiga-
tions into the effects of language contact on the
language. As we mentioned earlier, such a corpus
also forms a useful resource in work with lan-
guage revitalization, maintenance, planning and
standardization.

Minority languages—and so-called lesser
used languages in general—may actually get a
free ride from the work done on major languages,
because much of that work is aimed at develop-
ing methods for automatic acquisition of linguis-
tic knowledge from raw text, even in small quan-
tities. These methods may then be used on text in
a small language, to bootstrap linguistically struc-
tured resources which might not have come into
being otherwise, because of lack of people with
linguistic training. This means that even fairly
small corpora—both monolingual and parallel—
of minority and lesser used languages are well
worth compiling.
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Number of matches: 1482
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id2 xid2 xid3
(1) Vaagos sas Lau, ta Lau sas Deevelesko neere, ta Lau sas Deevel.
(2) Alussa oli Sana.
(2) Sana oli Jumalan luona, ja Sana oli Jumala.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id3 xid4
(1) Jou sas vaagos Deevelesko neere.
(2) Jo alussa Sana oli Jumalan luona.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id4 xid5 xid6
(1) Saaro hin liijas pengo föddiba lesta, ta uutan les naa föddadiilo tzi, so hin föddadas.
(2) Kaikki syntyi Sanan voimalla.
(2) Mikään, mikä on syntynyt, ei ole syntynyt ilman häntä.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id5 xid7
(1) Les sas dsiiben, ta dsiiben sas komujengo jang.
(2) Hänessä oli elämä, ja elämä oli ihmisten valo.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id6 xid8
(1) Ta jang glimmina tamliba, ta tamliba na hajadiilo douva.
(2) Valo loistaa pimeydessä, pimeys ei ole saanut sitä valtaansa.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id8 id9 xid10
(1) Aaxtas dseeno, so Deevel laagadas:
(1) Lesko nau sas Johannes.
(2) Tuli mies, Jumalan lähettämä, hänen nimensä oli Johannes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
# id10 xid11
(1) Jou aulo tzeeknavel parnibosta, at sakka passenas lesko xaal.
(2) Hän tuli todistajaksi, todistamaan valosta, jotta kaikki uskoisivat siihen.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3: Romani–Finnish sentence alignment of the beginning of John 1 (for English translations, see
the appendix).

the Bible text went smoothly. The word align-
ment program used was conceived and develop-
ed by Jörg Tiedemann in the PLUG project (see
http://stp.ling.uu.se/˜corpora/plug/).

Finnish Romani is still considered a secret
language by many Finnish Roma (cf. Valtonen,
1968, 241ff), which means that the corpus de-
scribed here cannot at the moment be made freely
available to the public. Please contact the author
for more details.
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#-----1------------------------------------------------------------
# Vaagos sas Lau , ta Lau sas Deevelesko neere , ta Lau sas Deevel .
# Alussa oli Sana . Sana oli Jumalan luona , ja Sana oli Jumala .
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# align 1:x
# align identicals
# align step 2
# ta (16:2) -> ja (41:2)
# sas (7:3) -> oli (7:3)
# sas (23:3) -> oli (22:3)
# sas (52:3) -> oli (49:3)
# align step 3
# align step 4
# align step 7
# Lau (11:3) -> Sana (11:4)
# Lau (19:3) -> Sana (44:4)
# Lau (48:3) -> Sana (17:4)
# Deevelesko (27:10) -> Jumalan (26:7)
# align step 8
# align 1:x
#-----1------------------------------------------------------------
# Vaagos , neere , ta Deevel .
# Alussa . luona , Jumala .
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# align 1:x
# align identicals
# align step 2
# align step 3
# align step 4
# align step 6
# Deevel (56:6) -> Jumala (53:6)
# align step 7
# align step 8
# align 1:x
#-----1------------------------------------------------------------
# Vaagos , neere , ta .
# Alussa . luona , .
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# align 1:x
# align identicals
# align step 2
# align step 3
# align step 4
# align step 6
# align step 7
# align step 8
# align 1:x

#-----7------------------------------------------------------------
# Jou aulo tzeeknavel parnibosta , at sakka passenas lesko xaal .
# Hän tuli todistajaksi , todistamaan valosta , jotta kaikki uskoisivat siihen .
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# align 1:x
# align identicals
# align step 2
# align step 3
# align step 4
# align step 7
# Jou (0:3) -> Hän (0:3)
# align step 8
# align 1:x
#-----7------------------------------------------------------------
# aulo tzeeknavel parnibosta , at sakka passenas lesko xaal .
# tuli todistajaksi , todistamaan valosta , jotta kaikki uskoisivat siihen .
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# align 1:x
# align identicals
# align step 2
# align step 3
# align step 4
# align step 6
# align step 7
# align step 8
# align 1:x
#-----7------------------------------------------------------------
# aulo tzeeknavel parnibosta , at sakka passenas lesko xaal .
# tuli todistajaksi , todistamaan valosta , jotta kaikki uskoisivat siihen .
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# align 1:x
# align identicals
# align step 2
# align step 3
# align step 4
# align step 6
# align step 7
# aulo (4:4) -> tuli (4:4)
# align step 8
# align 1:x

Figure 4: Romani–Finnish word alignment of the beginning of John 1 (for English translations, see the
appendix).
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Appendix

Translations for figure 2

The translations ofdolaare boxed in.

AR:1940/00[PA1=S]0048: That is a charge of
two hundred for rent, forthe apartment.

AR:1940/00[PA2=S]0028: There comes a (non-
Rom) woman and washesthe child.

DR:1982/11[VK1=O]0004: First I heated water
in the sauna kettle, and then when the water was
hot and ready, I took the water out of that kettle
and put it in the washing tub and started to wash
the clothes.

DR:1982/17[VK1=O]0004:Those things in the
museum were old-fashioned things.

JE:1971/04[VK1=T]0060: (John 4:45) When he
arrived in Galilee, the Galileans welcomed him.
They had seen all that he had done in Jerusalem at
the Passover Feast, for they also had been there.

RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0016: Because of that, we
need to learn more aboutthese things.

RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0030: Old people have
taught their children aboutthe matters and
things which they themselves have thought that
they would be good for children and young peo-
ple.

RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0041: And the people
who themselves have received a good education,
it would be good for them to start teaching their
own people.

RB:1992/01[VK3=O]0051: It would be very
good too, if in the Roma children’s homes there
would be many such people who could teach the
Roma children more aboutsuch subjects that
they need in school.

Translation of the text in figures 3 and 4

1. In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God.

2. He was with God in the beginning.

3. Through him all things were made; without
him nothing was made that has been made.

4. In him was life, and that life was the light of
men.

5. The light shines in the darkness, but the
darkness has not understood it.

6. There came a man who was sent from God;
his name was John.

7. He came as a witness to testify concerning
that light, so that through him all men might
believe.
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